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Abstract: The exponential growth of the Short Message Service (SMS) use has led this service to an indispensable tool
for social, marketing and advertising messaging. Moreover, mobile devices such as smartphones, handsets and
PDAs represent an enabling factor for distributing digital content. Mobile devices are quickly becoming Per-
sonal Trust Device (PTD); mobile devices embed personal data, which allow sending/receiving confidential
information from/to the PTD. This paper aims to introduce Trusted-SMS, a novel framework to exchange se-
cure SMS. This system is composed by three main entities: the Service Supplier, which publishes and delivers
services; the End User, which choices and eventually pays for a specific service, that belongs to the service-set
offered by a Service Supplier; the Certification Authority (CA) which represents the trusted entity shared by
the Service Supplier and the End User. The CA plays the role of the Certification Authority. The main re-
quirements of the overall system are strictly non-repudiability, user friendliness and platform portability. The
security requirement includes customer transaction authentication, confidentiality, integrity and non repudia-
tion, in an environment composed of heterogeneous networks and devices, with different security weaknesses.
Trusted-SMS allows exchanging SMS digitally signed with Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm. SMS
digitally signed are useful in many scenarios, such as commercial transaction, production of delegation from
a remote site and provisioning of e-healthcare services. The signature is fully contained in a single SMS; the
size of a digital signature amount to fifty bytes leaving more than one hundred bytes (110 bytes) for the SMS
payload. Moreover the application of Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Schema cryptographic algorithm,
which is based on the same credentials needed by the digital signature algorithm, allows protecting the payload
from intrusions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Short message services (SMS), thanks to its relative
simplicity and ease of use, similar to the e-mail, keeps
on growing in penetrating the market throughout the
world. In fact, during the 2000, just 17 billion SMS
messages were sent; in 2001, the number was up to
250 billion, and 500 billion SMS messages were sent
in 2004 (Kivimaki and Fomin, 2001). At an average
cost of USD 0.10 per message, this generates rev-
enues in excess of $50 billion for mobile telephone
operators and represents close to 100 text messages
for every person in the world.
Text messaging has become so popular that advertis-
ing agencies are now considering it as an irrinuciable

vehicle to keep the customer up to dated about the
new offers and products (Dickinger et al., 2004). The
services providing bulk text messages are also becom-
ing a popular way for clubs, associations, and adver-
tisers to quickly reach a group of opt-in subscribers.
This advertising has proven to be extremely effective,
but some insiders worry that advertisers may abuse
the power of mobile marketing and it will be consid-
ered spam.
Moreover, the proliferation of SMS attracts malware
writers that adapt phishing and other activities based
on social engineering techniques (e.g. spoofing be-
come SMS-spoofing) in order to manipulate people
into performing actions or divulging confidential in-
formation (van der Merwe et al., 2005).
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Figure 1: Overall architectre of Trusted-SMS framework.

This paper goes on to describe accurately identi-
fied subsystem.
Service Supplier subsystem: The Service Supplier
subsystem can be divided in 4 main components (Fig.
2):

• a component that acts as general purpose end user
interface, publishes provided services;

• a component that acts as interface with the sms
gateway, sends and receives SMS to/from end
users;

• a component that acts as interface with the Certi-
fication Authority in order to request a signature
for a text or to verify an SMS signed by an user;

• a component that can be view as Service Supplier
core, generates SMS text, interacts with others
components in order to process and store end user
requests and responses.

An end user request for a specific service could
generally done by interacting with the service supplier
directly or by a dedicated interface. The service sup-
plier subsystem collects end user requests, automat-
ically converts the request into a SMS text, requests
to CA a signature for this text and finally forwards
the SMS to the end user through the SMS gateway.
In order to preserve confidentiality of the SMS con-
tent the signature is requested for a hash of that con-
tent. Reaction to an end user response involves the

same service supplier subsystem components. The re-
sponse is received through the SMS gateway interface
and it is stored into the database. The service supplier
interacts with the CA to verify the appended signa-
ture. The result of the verifying test is recorded in
the database. If the requested service counts a kind of
confirmation, the end user is informed by a new SMS
communication or a message on the service supplier
interface.

Figure 2: Structure of Service Supplier subsystem.

End User subsystem: The End User interacts with
the remaining system by two different ways.
In the first case the End User chooses a specific ser-
vice from the set of the published services; the Service
Supplier of that service asks for confirmation. The
End User has to confirm its choice to make use of re-
quested service.
In the second case, the End User receives a com-
munication about a service directly from the Service
Supplier; only if necessary the End User answers to
that communication. Service Supplier in this case can
send service-communication without any explicit End
User requests. In the first case described above, the
End User realizes its interactions using two different
channels; the first channel is used to select a service,
the second one is used to accept the delivery of the se-
lected service. In the second case these channels are
coincident.
Separating the capability of requesting one service
from the capability of accepting or denying the deliv-
ery of that service ensures an high level of security. If
those channels rely on different technologies a poten-
tial attack becomes a very hard challenge. The main
software component of the End User entity is repre-
sented by a midlet: a Java 2 Micro Edition(J2ME)
application that can be executed on a personal mobile
device characterized by low computational capability,
such as a smartphone or a pda. The midlet has two
main responsibilities; it has to verify the signatures
that are carried by the incoming SMS and it has to
generate the signatures that are carried by the outgo-
ing SMS according to the CA and End User creden-
tial. Each midlet deployed on a mobile device has
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Figure 3: Structure of End User subsystem.

Certification Authority subsystem: The Certifica-
tion Authority represents the trusted entity; End User
and Service Supplier share the same confidence to-
wards the CA entity. The CA subsystem has two main
communication partners: the CA Administrator and
the Service Supplier.
Interactions with CA Administrator are intended for
managing users registered to Trusted-SMS frame-
work. Service Supplier interacts with CA subsystem
in order to obtain the generation/verification of signa-
ture carried by SMS.
The CA subsystem is supported in all its activities
by a database, which allows the permanent storage
of needed information. Database keeps informa-
tion about End Users, Service Suppliers and CA it-
self. End Users information concern with personal

data (e.g. name, surname) and personal creden-
tial(e.g. public key, public-key-validity flag, user-
enabled flag). In order to insert new users, delete or
enable/disable existent user, enable/disable users keys
those information are accessed in a ”‘write-mode”’ by
CA Administrator with related services. In order to
verify End User generated signatures, credential in-
formation are accessed in a ”‘read-mode”’ by services
related to the Service Supplier. CA information con-
cern with CA credential and CA Administration priv-
ileges; the former are accessed by Service Supplier
related services in order to generate a signature, the
latter are used in authentication process while acquir-
ing CA management control.
Finally, Service Supplier information are related with
supplier data, which are accessed by Service Supplier
related services in order to verify if that Service Sup-
plier is licensed to use these services.
Figure 4 proposes the structure of the Certification
Authority subsystem. Certification Authority Core
provides cryptographic and database services to the
other modules of this subsystem. These modules
manage the communication with CA partners.

Figure 4: Structure of Certification Authority subsystem.

3.3 Technical Features

Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) (Martinez et al.,
2005) is a family of public-key algorithms that can
provide shorter key lengths and, depending upon the
environment and application in which it is used, im-
proved performance over systems based on integer
factorization and discrete logarithms (Higgins and
Clement, 2001). ECC has its security based on a dif-
ficult mathematical problem. An elliptic curve can be
thought of as a mathematical structure in which cer-
tain operations can be defined. These operations pro-
vide a one-way function that can be used to produce
efficient cryptographic systems. The one-way func-
tion used in ECC is called the elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem (ECDLP). The ECDLP is simi-
lar to the one-way function on which DSA (of Stan-
dard et Technology, 2007) and Diffie-Hellman are
based, and hence, elliptic curve analogs of each of
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short message, whose payload length is limited
by the constraints of the signalling protocol to pre-
cisely 140 bytes (140 bytes = 140 * 8 bits = 1120
bits). In practice, this translates to either 160 7-bit
characters, 140 8-bit characters, or 70 16-bit char-
acters. General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is a
packet-switched technology. GPRS that is an exten-
sion of GSM can be used as the bearer of SMS. Spoof-
ing from a mobile is impossible unless you can forge
GPRS radio traffic (Levy and Arce, 2004).

4 A CASE STUDY

Realizing a prototype developed with open source
tool we illustrate the validity of our framework. We
utilized Trusted-SMS framework in a specific health-
care environment. E-Health involving information
and communication technologies that are at the ser-
vice of a wide range of actors in the health sector,
from doctors, hospital managers, nurses, data pro-
cessing specialists, social security administrators to -
of course - patients and citizens, is a good test-bed for
our framework.
The Certification Authority performs its tasks by us-
ing Web Services. The W3C Web service definition
refers to clients and servers that communicate using
XML messages that follow the SOAP-standard (Lai
et al., 2005). The CA publishes two different lists of
web services, each one for its communication part-
ners: the CA Administrator and the Service Supplier.
The permanent storage of information is achieved us-
ing a mysql database and it is protected by symmetric
key encryption (Zoratti, 2006).
Service Supplier publishes its services on an inter-
face, from which end users can request the delivery
of a specific service. Once the end user requests
a service the related request is stored into a mysql
database. For each request received the supplier use
the signature generation service in order to produce
the related SMS. Each received SMS is drawn from
the database and it is processed in order to verify its
signature validity. The Service Supplier subsystem
utilizes the signature verification/generation services
exported by CA as web services.
A SMS gateway is realized by an external hard-
ware component that behaves as a gateway between
GSM mobile phone network and web applications
(AreaSX, 2007). This component provides the SMS
sending/receiving capability using simple GET or
POST HTTP transactions over Ethernet.
The End User subsystem is mainly represented by a
Java 2 Micro Edition application compliant to MIDP
2.0 and CLDC 1.1 and installed on different models of
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Figure 5: Structure of Certification Authority subsystem.

1. The CA-Administrator add End Users and Service
Suppliers to the framework, this represents the
zero step of the happy scenario of the case study.
This step is executed for every End User/Service
Supplier, who decides to subscribe to Trusted-
SMS services.

2. The Service Supplier that delivers a set of ser-
vices publishes them on its interface (such as a
web site).

3. The End User (a patient) has an initial contact
with a medical professional for receiving health
examination.

4. The End User choices a specific service (such as
request for its own case history, specific exam-
ination results, information about personal cure,
reservation for a secondary care, buying a medi-
cal examination, etc.) from that interface and

5. its request reaches the Service Supplier.

6. The Service Supplier produces an SMS related to
the request received.

7. Utilizing the signature generation service offered
by Certification Authority, the Service Supplier
signs the SMS content

8. The CA checks both the Service Supplier creden-
tials and the End User credentials; only if the cre-
dentials are valid, CA begins the signature gener-
ation.

9. The CA sends the signed response to the request-
ing Service Supplier.

10. The Service Supplier forwards the digitally signed
SMS to SMS Gateway, (10) which delivers it to
the End User.

11. The End User verifies the signature carried by the
SMS, if necessary accepts or refuses the service
delivery and generate the signature for response
SMS.

12. The response SMS is sent to the SMS Gateway,

13. which forwards it to the Service Supplier.

14. The Service Supplier requests to utilize the digital
signature verification process.

15. The CA processes the Service Supplier request by
checking the credentials of entity involved and

16. answer to Service Supplier with the status of ver-
ification process.

17. The Service Supplier realizes the End User choice
(cfr. step 10 accept or refuse) if the End User dig-
ital signature was successfully checked.

18. The Service Supplier publishes on the web site the
transaction status

19. The End User can control the effective status of
the service delivery. Steps 18 and 19 are condi-
tional on the specific requested service.
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